Trend Concepts A/W 20/21

Active
Materials
A comprehensive round-up of the key
performance material trends to kickstart A/W
20/21 research and development

The Fabricant

Action Points
A/W 20/21 active materials will reflect both the natural and
the synthetic. As resources become scarcer and brands
move to reduce environmental impact, bio-engineered
materials will become the norm, and as we spend more time
viewing the world through screens, digitally appealing
fabrics and finishes will become increasingly important.
1 . Repurpose waste for sustainable outcomes: treat
waste and byproducts as a commodity and turn them
into eco-friendly tech fabrics and materials.
2 . Use nature as a design resource: embrace 'new
naturals’ and bio-materials that are sustainably grown or
farmed. Actively seek out climate-beneficial materials
that ‘clean up’ the environment.
3 . Design for digital: explore finishes, textures and prints
that will stand out on screen and IRL.
4 . Make pollution a priority: with clean air set to be the
wellness industry’s next luxury commodity, invest in
materials and technologies that warn and filter, or that
transform pollutants into materials.
5 . Build material systems: adopt a holistic approach to
tech fabrics, layering textiles with complementary
technologies and performance attributes.

Modern Meadow

Body-Mapped Geo-Knits

adidas

Giddy Up

@prada

Upgrade seamless knits with geometric body-mapped constructions that
control the flow of air to the body and act as a second skin
• Active consumers will increasingly seek adaptable styles and fabrics with
multiple performance benefits. These knitted base layers allow both full
flexibility and movement, while also delivering targeted breathability and
zoned muscle support.
• Experiment with geometric patterns and gender-mapped designs. Designed
to be worn next to the skin, expand use of these fabrics beyond base layers to
footwear and accessories.
Application: fitness, performance, running, training
LNDR
Kith

Glassy Pearlescent
Surfaces

Stone Island

Atlas Crafts

@studio_pms

Pearlescent finishes invigorate performance knits and wovens with glassy,
colour-shifting surfaces that feel both technical and luxurious
• Dynamic metallic and iridescent finishes are perennial in active, but for A/W
20/21 the polychromic effects will be more subtle and delicate, inspired by
natural pearls and minerals.
• Be bold with pearlescent finishes and experiment with them across a range
of active products and categories. Use them head-to-toe on women's fitness,
or recast them against rugged high-performance and outdoor fabrics.
Application: fitness, ath-luxe, training, running, urban outdoors
Britex Fabrics
Carbon 38

Atmospheric Sheers

Maison Manila
Bahar Yurukoglu
Études x adidas

Protected Species

Technical sheers will take on a new lightness and functionality, imbued with
active stretch and semi-opaque finishes that both protect and reveal what lies
beneath
• Climate adaptability and pollution will be key areas of focus for A/W 20/21,
influencing both technology and surface design, as well as consumer
behaviour.
• For a directional application, embrace stretch and use sheers over active
base layers, and as protection for accessories. More traditional applications in
outerwear remain important, with atmospheric wovens being a natural fit for
cloudy showerproof cover-ups.
Application: fitness, training, athleisure
Viriditas Farm

Heliot Emil

Bio-Based Innovations

Natsai Audrey Chieza

Jalila Essaïdi

Vivo Barefoot

Bio-engineered materials will gain traction as the active industry looks to break
its dependency on petroleum-based fibres and fabrics
• Textile developers are exploring the field of bio-based design, using bacteria,
mycelium and proteins to engineer enhanced performance fabrics that are
cleaner and more sustainable.
• Take an organism-driven approach to materials and invest in new
technologies. Look to innovators such as Vivobare's Primus Bio shoe, made
from algae and Bio-TPU, or outdoor brand Tierra's Deterra jacket, which is the
world's first 100% bio-based technical jacket made from castor bean oil,
Lavalan wool, corozo nut buttons and Tencel thread.
Application: all categories

Jen Keane
Tierra

Pollution
Protection

Techno Gym

Vollebak
Google Air Quality

With clean air set to be the next luxury in wellness,
technical fabrics are adding pollution protection to their
performance attributes
• With one in six deaths worldwide caused by pollution,
material innovators are creating fabrics that warn
about or offer protection from dirty air. The Active Air
concept shoe filters air as the wearer walks, purifying
eight times the pollution a car emits in the same
distance walked.
• Explore materials that react and warn. Designer Eva
Sonneveld's survival knitwear detects dangerous levels
of air pollution and alerts the wearer via a chip, while
Vollabak’s Planet Earth hoodie uses the natural
properties of merino to filter out particulates and
nasties.
Application: all categories

Active Air
Active Air

Bathleisure Basics

SKIINCORE
Yeezy
Vestment

Nike

The arrival of bathlesiure will see comfortable indoor-only ‘spa fabrics’ both
elevated and liberated into everyday functional apparel
• Overwhelmed and seeking calm, consumers will bring more activities into or
closer to the home – be it working, working out, or socialising. As a result, a
new wave of athlesiure clothing and fabrics will emerge, designed for the
home hub, but beautiful enough to go out in.
• Apply the functionality of athlesiure by imbuing spa fabrics such as waffles,
towelling and heavy jersey with performance qualities such as anti-crease,
anti-odour and stain resistance. Use geometric patterns and textures for an
elevated ath-luxe feel.
Application: core basics, fitness, ath-luxe
Klairs

Vestment

New Naturals

Peel Saver

This Is Paper

Viriditas Farm

Stone Island

Embrace the back-to-basic approach of new naturals, with materials that are
grown, farmed or repurposed from organic waste
• Deeply rooted in sustainability and resource scarcity, scientific
breakthroughs such as CRISPR gene editing and bio-engineering will allow us
to ‘grow’ materials to fit our needs, and develop more sustainable closed-loop
systems in the process.
• Explore naturally coloured fabrics that are bred or grown, such a Vreseis
‘colorganic’ cottons and wools, as well as sustainable materials such as corn,
coconut and coffee beans. Also investigate new performance textiles made
from both food and human waste.
Application: all categories
Reebok
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Climate Beneficial

Burlington Fabrics
ADAY

Ecoalf

Patagonia

As the active industry strives to curb its environmental impact, climatebeneficial materials and manufacturing techniques will emerge
• Synthetic fillers, while cruelty-free, can take decades to degrade. PrimoLoft
Bio is a new synthetic insulator containing micro-organisms that make it
degrade in days rather than years, while Ecoalf’s latest sneaker benefits the
environment by turning a lake algae that grows in excess into an outsole
material. Similarly, Singtex's STORMFLEECE™ doesn’t need lamination, which
results in less fibre loss into the ocean.
• Follow the lead of brands such as The North Face, which encourages its
ranchers to adopt new carbon-positive farming techniques that draw carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere down into the soil.
Application: all categories
PrimaLoft

Singtex Industrial Co

Attention-Grabbing
Reflectives

Safe Reflective

Undefeated

AG:s Textil

Randa Kherba

Reflectives will take on a new prominence in activewear, graduating from
safety-focused ‘see me’ accents, to ‘must-be-seen-in’ statement fabrics
• As designing for digital becomes more important, the hi-vis active
attributes of reflective fabrics will be harnessed to ensure products stand
out both on screen and IRL.
• Be ‘more fashion’ with usage of reflectives in sportswear. Use pure white
reflectives as a head-to-toe as statement fabric on both casual core styles,
as well as high-performance wear.
Application: snow, fitness, training, athleisure, core basics

HBX Women

@hypebae

Thermo-Reactives

SKIINCORE

Kjus

SKIINCORE

Thermoregulating textiles will advance with technical fabrics and textile
wearables that react and adapt automatically to conditions
• New technology will take the hassle out of temperature management.
SKIINCORE’s self-heating, wire-free base layer senses the wearer's temperature
and automatically switches on or off. It also learns from and adapts to the
wearer's lifestyle.
• Explore thermo-chromic fabrics that change colour according to the
weather. Stone Island’s latest iteration of the Ice jacket features ECCO leather
with micro-encapsulated pigment molecules that darken in cold temperatures,
as well as a freeze-proof detachable down lining.
Application: outdoors, snow, training

Heliot Emil
Stone Island

Minimalist Solutions

Prada
Kjus
A-Cold-Wall x Nike

Opening Ceremony x
Marmot

Minimalism will drive material innovation, with elegant functional designs to
help us move comfortably through everyday challenges
• Heavily influenced by 1990s sportswear, in particular Prada Linea Rossa,
technical wovens and knits will be combined in ‘soft systems’, with functional
layers that work together.
• Take a holistic approach to tech fabrics, building layers from the skin up –
from anti-bac, moisture-moving base layers and breathable mid layers
through to moisture-transporting outer layers, as used in the HydroBot jacket
by Kjus, which actively pumps liquid away when an electrical pulse is applied.
Application: athleisure, snow, training, urban sports
12SONS

Prada

Extra-Glossy Quilting

Carlings

@isaora

Hypebeast

Glossy finishes and oversized quilting will make a bold statement on and off
the slopes, and also on screen
• As designing for digital becomes more important, Insta-worthy fabrics with
digital-inspired finishes will be key to standing out on screen and IRL. Indeed,
some next-gen fabrics and designs, such as those in Carlings' digital-only
capsule, may only ever exist in the digital world.
• Embrace exaggeration. Play with dimensions and oversized baffles that
emphasise high-gloss finishes. Invest in digital design as way to
communicate or develop innovation.
Application: outdoors, snow, training, urban sports
@moncler
@moncler

Soft Skeletons

Reebok
Aexos

Vollebak

Seismic

Incredibly tough and almost bulletproof, the next generation of protective
fabrics and exoskeletons will be in fact be soft and adaptive
• The stuff of sci-fi, designers are use cutting-edge techniques and materials
to enhance protection. 3D printing, as seen in Hadar Neeman's ballet slipper
and the Hexo cycling helmet, create bespoke protection that is flexible and
light.
• Explore materials that can change in response to motion. Reebok's
PureMove sports bra incorporates a thickening fluid that hardens in response
to fast movement, while the Halo compression shirt has a collar made of a
material that stiffens in response to collisions.
Application: fitness, training, cycling

P-rouette

Hexo Helmets

Reborn Heritage

Nike

Stone Island

Kith

The end of more and the beginning of better will see traditional heritage fabrics
recast in modern technical sportswear
• Valued for their natural performance, high quality and longevity, heritage
fabrics such as tweeds, wools and tartans will be revisited and used in casual
sportswear.
• Think beyond the obvious. While these fabrics naturally speak to traditional
outdoor sports, newness comes when they are applied to more youthful, street
sport styles and mixed with modern tech fabrics.
Application: urban sports, outdoors, athleisure
Birkenstock
Kith

Sensual-Tech Velours

Fabric Files
Beyond Yoga

Ella Boucht

Sensual velours and velvets will bring luxury to performance activewear,
resulting in tactile designs that appeal to our desire for comfort and sensuality
• The boundaries between performance and fashion fabrics will become
virtually non-existent as advances in technology and manufacturing imbue
even the most luxe fabrics with performance properties.
• Experiment with usage and fabric pairings. While stretch velours speak
naturally to luxe-fitness, velours with weather-resistant properties can be used
to make directional statements in outerwear and the outdoors.
Application: ath-luxe, fitness, outdoors, core basics

Sweaty Betty

Stone Island

Athleather 2.0

Supreme x North Face

Modern Meadow

Céline

Bio-fabricated leathers and leather-look fabrics will ultimately arise as a more
sustainable, higher-performing alternative to the real thing
• Access to vegan leathers will become easier as more designers and
manufacturers explore bio-based design. Modern Meadow uses a grown
collagen for its biofabricated leather, which is almost indistinguishable from
the animal original.
• Alternatively, explore leather-look performance textiles that function like
leather, such as graphene shells or GORE-TEX. Stone Island’s leather-look
GORE-TEX is water repellent, noticeably light, breathable, windproof, packable,
and can be easily heat-sealed, unlike real leather .
Application: urban sports, athleisure, training, fitness

adidas
Stone Island

Utility Shells

Wood Wood

Takashi Murakami x Porter

Ivy Park

Utility looks will go back to basics, moving away from camouflage prints to
more minimalist and understated lightweight nylon shells
• Utility themes and fabrics are perennial in active, and for A/W 20/21 the
look is simplified, using nylon ripstops, taffetas and oxford fabrics that are as
rugged as they are lightweight.
• Look to sustainable options using recycled or bioplastics. Additionally,
explore contrasting textures such as new suedettes and utility trims, including
functional nylon webbing and clip fastenings.
Application: outdoors, training, urban sports
Kolon
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